PLAY WILL BE PRESENTED BY CO-EDS SOON

Girls Glee Club Will Make Debut of "Sweeney With Snappy Musical Comedy"

"PRETTY CINDERELLA"

Plays Being Made to Take Girls on Tour of Lower Part of the State

The Co-Ed Glee club which had so much success last year with its musical comedy, "Say, Arabella," is ready to make its debut for this season. The program will be a three-act musical comedy, entitled "Presto Cinderella." The individuals, with snap and pep, will make this even more brilliant than their former successes.

The girls are due much credit not only for writing their own play, but for directing it. The play is entirely original, and centers will be laid in America, with dancing, sketching, tap and other comic and pantomime numbers.

The entire trip has not been scheduled yet. One appearance will be at the Rex Theater, the spot where "Say, Arabella" was given. On the 22 the play will be presented at the Town Theater, the 21st at P. C. A. A tour will again be charted to carry the girls to the lower part of the state and the comedy will be shown in Manning, the 26, and at the Citadel the 30th.

BILL FURMAN -- FURMAN WILL MEET CAROLINA SATURDAY

(Continued from page one) in the S.C.A.A. fight. "Bushy" Laney is a sensational off-tackle runner.

The record of "Bushy" Laney is good enough for him. The Memphis phenomenon is a 10 second man and weighs 180 pounds.

"The toe of Davis" is a much feared factor. Frank Davis has played half back all season, but he will probably be in for the entire game Saturday. This boy can kick a field goal from any point inside the 50 yard line. "Mac" Fairley, end, is playing a good game in his first year varsity.

Conquerors of V. P. I. are Ready

The South Carolina fans' hopes corner the "conquering" must. The Virginians papers are still filling their spout sheets with accounts of Carolina's swift passing attack. Sammy Burke, himself a son of Virginia, who receed more publicity than any other Carolinian above from the game, has had his day. He will probably be in to direct against Furman.

Most of the practice week has been taken up in perfecting the plays which beat Virginia Tech.

The question now is, will the "conquerors of Georgia" or the "conquerors of Furman"? Will we be willing to bet one of the Gablek to the victory tomorrow on the "fighting Carolinians of Carolina?"

FRANKIE FAIRLEY

Carolina Fairley ..................................... L.E. Holcombe or Burks

Fairley ............................................. Pulley

Pulley ............................................. 17 C. Sargent or Gartett

Perry ............................................. L.G. Thomas

Thomas (c) ..................................... C. Boyd (c)

Carson ............................................. Caron

Rogers ............................................. L. Levenson

Levenson ............................................. W. H. Thomas

Byrne ............................................. R. K. Kersey

Davis ............................................. R. O. Schneider

Schneider ............................................. L. W. Cooper

Blues ............................................. W. S. Binghara

Pipkins ............................................. F. C. Wingfield

FRANKIE FAIRLEY

AT COLUMBIA, OCT. 18

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.

Antonio Moreno and Pauline Stark in "Love's Blindness." Another story by Robert Ginn. Monday and Tuesday

"Red" Grange makes a success of an "acrobatic art" in "Minute to Play." There will also be a midday show of picture on this week.

Wednesday and Thursday

"Everybody's Acting" with Betty Brown and Ford Sterling.